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A CUSTOM-MADE TOOL

RONA COMMERCIAL CARD

The RONA Commercial Card:  
what you’ve been looking

We offer the RONA Commercial credit card to construction 
professionals, businesses and institutions. It’s a truly 
integrated payment solution that lets you centralize all of your 
purchases for the construction, renovation and maintenance 
products you need for your buildings or your office.

Leading distributor and retailer in hardware, home 
improvement and gardening products, operating a national 
network of some 700 stores of various sizes, we offer a 
vast range of quality products as well as the skill and know-
how of a team of advisors who understand what you need.

An exceptional interest rate
Seize all the business opportunities that come your way 
with an interest rate comparable to that of a line of credit 
– the prime rate plus 8.5%(1).

With an interest rate so low, you’ll be way ahead on every job!

The tool you’ve been waiting for 
to manage your money
• Pay no annual fees.

• Control your expenses and those of your employees accurately 
with a detailed monthly statement of account per employee 
and per card number.

• Reduce your administrative load with only one payment 
per month.

• Take advantage of a 21-day payment delay starting from the 
statement issue date.

• Get additional cards free of charge.

• Use the authorized payment service to pay your monthly 
account.

Settle your monthly account statement in many convenient 
ways such as at in our stores, by authorized payment, by 
mail or via Internet or anywhere in the Desjardins network.

An advantage that adds up with 
AIR MILES® Reward Miles

With the RONA Commercial Card, every step… adds 
miles! By simply paying for your purchases with your RONA 
Commercial Card, you earn one mile with every $20 worth 
of purchases billed to your account. Plus, until January 31, 
2021, by also presenting your AIR MILES Card, you can get 
even more miles thanks to the base offer* of participating 
stores. 

You do not have an AIR MILES Card? Register easily in 
store, online at airmiles.ca or by calling 1 888 AIR MILES  
(1 888 247-6453). 

The RONA Commercial Card is an easy and  
effective business solution for managing your 
purchases. 

For additional information, please contact Desjardins Card 
Services at 514-397-9935 or 1-866-934-8472.

*AIR MILES Program, terms and conditions at RONA In-store purchase: Get 1 AIR MILES reward mile for every purchase of $20 (before taxes) in a single transaction, after applicable 
discounts and exclusions, at all RONA participating stores. Online purchase on rona.ca: Get 1 AIR MILES reward mile for every purchase of $20 (before taxes) calculated on the value 
of each purchase picked up in store or delivered to the address specified for the delivery, after applicable discounts and exclusions, at all participating RONA stores. The total number 
of base miles, calculated on an online purchase picked up in store or delivered to the address specified for the delivery, may vary from the number of miles shown in the online shopping 
cart, since base miles are calculated on the value of each purchase picked up in store or delivered to the address specified for the delivery, where applicable, and not from the total value 
of the online purchase. Other conditions: Exclusions include, but are not limited to, purchase of gift cards, donations, purchases charged through a RONA store account and any other 
commercial agreement. The purchase charged through the regular and financing limit of the RONA and Reno-Depot credit cards can be applied for reward miles as soon as the AIR 
MILES number has been paired up with the credit or financing account. The number of reward miles awarded is rounded down to the next whole number. The AIR MILES reward miles are 
accumulated and accounted for not at the time of the payment of the product or service by the customer, but at the time the customer takes possession of the product in the case of 
a product purchase, or at the time that the service was completed and that the final work completion acceptance certificate is signed by the customer in the case of the purchase of a 
service. In addition, in order for the AIR MILES reward miles to be accumulated and accounted for at the time the customer takes possession of the product or at the time the service 
has been completed, the products and/or services must have been previously paid in full by the customer. For example, and without limiting the general scope of the foregoing : (1) for 
online purchases, special orders and purchases of appliances, the AIR MILES reward miles are accumulated and accounted for when the product is received by the customer via delivery 
or at the time the customer picks up the product in-store only if the product was previously paid in full by the customer; (2) for installation services, the AIR MILES reward miles are 
accumulated and accounted for at the time of the completion of all works and services, only if the final work completion acceptance certificate was duly signed by the customer and if 
such services and works were previously paid in full by the customer.  In case of a return of merchandise, the base reward miles will be deducted from the AIR MILES Collector account. 
The AIR MILES Collector Card must be presented at the time of the in-store purchase or the AIR MILES number must be entered in the online shopping cart. Certain conditions apply. 
Details in store. This offer is subject to change without notice.

(1) Federation des caisses Desjardins du Quebec annual prime rate in effect at the 
time of purchase, plus 8.5%.
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Notice for RONA commercial card: 
End of Program as of January 31, 2021. 


